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B2 Shadow Chaser 
 

 

  
 

What is it? 
The B2 Shadow Chaser is an electronic toy 

that mimics the actions of a simple thinking life form. 

It will, as the names suggests, chase a shadow across 

the floor. This little robotic animal will follow and 

push a ball that is rolled slowly in front of it. The B2 

Shadow Chaser will turn to follow the ball as well as 

go straight. It can also follow the shadow of a person 

as he/she walks past it. In effect, the B2 Shadow 

Chaser will follow any shadow.  
 

How does it work? 
The B2 Shadow Chaser works on the 

principle of balance. The design incorporates two 

photosensitive resistors that imitate eyes. These eyes 

are what see the shadow. When the shadow is in front 

of one eye more than the other eye, an imbalance is 

generated. The electronics within the robot reads this 

imbalance and turns on one of two electric motors. 

Which one depends on which side the majority of the 

shadow is on. If the shadow is mostly on the right side 

of the two eyes, then the left electric motor will be 

turned on and the Shadow chaser will turn right. By 

doing this, the electronics are trying to restore the 

balance between the two eyes. When the balance is 

restored, the Shadow Chaser stops and waits for 

another imbalanced condition.  

By this method, the B2 Shadow Chaser can 

turn to look at the shadow of the object that is in front 

of it. However, more is needed to allow the device to 

follow a shadow smoothly.  For example, if the 

Shadow Chaser is to follow the shadow of a ball 

rolling past it, the Shadow Chaser must not only turn 

to face the ball (by restoring the balanced condition of 

the eyes) but it must also turn on both electric motors 

to move forward. This gives the result of it chasing 

the shadow. The electronic design of the Shadow 

Chaser activates both electric motors only if the 

amount of imbalance between the two eyes is large. 

This results in the Shadow Chaser moving straight 

towards the shadow and turning when the shadow 

turns.  
 

Does it have a brain? 
It is common to think of robots as thinking 

devices. These robots almost always incorporate a 

microprocessor of some kind. A microprocessor is a 

digital computer chip that can be used to follow 

instructions given by a human. These instructions are 

usually stored in electronic memory so the 

microprocessor can do them over and over again 

without the help of the human.  However, as the B2 

Shadow Chaser proves, this is not always needed. 

There are no microprocessors used in this design. All 

circuits are non-digital and are designed to serve a 

specific function. These functions are very simple – 

restore the balance between the two photosensitive 

resistors (eyes), by turning on the electric motors as 

needed. So, although the B2 Shadow Chaser does not 

have a microprocessor as a brain, it does have simple 

circuitry that does the functions of a simple brain. It 

responds to light and shadows by moving itself 

towards the shadows.  
 

 
 

What can I do with it? 
The B2 Shadow Chaser is designed to be 

played with on a flat smooth floor. A hardwood or tile 

floor will work great. It is important to have bright 

over head lighting, fluorescent lights work best. Attach 

the 9 Volt battery and then set it down on the floor. 

Using a small ball, the Shadow Chaser can be made to 

push the ball around the room. It will also follow your 

shadow as you walk slowly around it. You have to 

make sure that your shadow falls onto the floor where 

the eyes of the Shadow Chaser are pointed.  

On the Shadow Chaser you will notice that the 

sensor ‘eyes’ are bendable slightly. You can point 

them in opposite directions if desired. This will allow 

you to experiment with the Shadow Chaser. Move the 

sensors close together to see how it reacts to shadows 
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or position them so they look in opposite directions. 

Which way works best? How come? {HINT: The 

electronics try to even out the amount of light shinning 

onto each eye sensor by turning on the motors.} 

You can also have them pointing up slightly or 

pointing down towards the floor.  Try different ways, 

it’s interesting! Just because the B2 Shadow Chaser 

was intended to follow shadows doesn’t mean you 

can’t do other things with it. Try shining a flashlight 

in front of the Shadow Chaser. What will it do? Will 

it chase the light spot or will it run the other way? As 

if it’s an animal fleeing for its’ life.  Or how about 

this, the Shadow Chaser will actually follow a dark 

line on the floor – like black tape for example. Just 

remember to point the sensors down towards the line. 

Try pointing the eyes straight out parallel to 

the floor, and then use different types of balls. Try 

shiny bright colored balls and then try black or dark 

colored balls. Does the Shadow Chaser do the same 

thing for each ball? I don’t think it will. 

Have fun with the B2 Shadow Chaser and 

experiment with it. 
 

 

 

 


